6-MONTH GUARANTEE FOR FLATS
We’re so confident that your new MICHELIN® Earthmover radial tires will reduce your downtime and enhance operator comfort, that Michelin will pay for the repair and related service at a Michelin Accredited Repair facility for your first puncture or sidewall penetration that causes deflation should one occur during your first six months of ownership. And if the tire is not repairable, we’ll replace it.

30-DAY GUARANTEE FOR OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Plus, if you’re not completely satisfied with the performance of your new MICHELIN® Earthmover tires after trying them for 30 days, we’ll replace them free of charge. We’ll even pay for your Authorized MICHELIN® Dealer to service and mount your replacement tires.

THE ALL-ENCOMPASSING EARTHMOVER WARRANTY*
You can trust Michelin to work for your construction, quarry and port applications. We stand behind our Earthmover tires because we know they offer greater durability, optimized traction, enhanced retreadability and increased operator comfort. And we have the guarantees to prove it.

*michelinearthmover.com quarry.michelinearthmover.com

*Offer valid for tires 49" and below and excludes tires used in surface mining, underground mining, small industrial and mobile crane single-piece aluminum wheel applications. See program guidelines on reverse side for complete details.
MICHELIN® tires are designed to be the most productive tires on the market. The exceptionally durable MICHELIN® Earthmover radial tire is no different: it is an investment that helps reduce operating costs and, ultimately, helps increase your bottom line.

Program Guidelines:
Offer applies to the purchase of MICHELIN® Earthmover tires (excluding tires used in surface mining, underground mining, small industrial and mobile crane single-piece aluminum wheel applications) and is effective beginning May 1, 2014. Offer applies only for tires purchased for all wheel positions on the customer-owned machine; no partial guarantee applies (i.e., all tires on machine must be replaced with MICHELIN® Earthmover tires at the same time). Must either be the original purchaser/owner of equipment for new equipment delivery or the original purchaser of tires for replacement use. No reimbursement or payment to non-Michelin Dealers or customers who mount their own tires. Date of delivery or proof of purchase is required. Michelin will pay for the repair or replacement of the first puncture or penetration that causes a deflation and applicable service charges if incident occurs during normal operation within 6 months of the date of purchase (excluding intentional or negligent damage or acts of God). Michelin will pay for repair, replacement or related service via a credit to an Authorized Michelin Dealer only. Michelin is not responsible for completing the repair. Scrapyard, recycling, logging, block handling, waste industry or similar applications are also excluded from this offer. All Michelin Limited Warranty exclusions still apply. See Authorized Michelin Dealer and warranty for details. (Note: See Current Michelin Earthmover, Off-The-Road, and Industrial Tire Limited Warranty.) All Guarantee changes must be verified through your local Michelin Earthmover Sales Representative. Michelin Earthmover reserves the right to discontinue, modify, and/or supplement all of the policies, terms, and/or allowances of this program explained above at any time without prior notice.
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* X Mine® D2 35/65 R 33 tire is still available.
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